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Abstract 
 
While many thought modern African states would have found solution to the 
problem of artificial boundaries that colonialism birthed by now, Post-colonial 
Africa is yet to find plausible answers to inherited issues of identity and 
ethnicity years after colonialism. Where those lumped together into a 
geographical expression find similar rhythm of identity that class could afford, 
differing ethnic identity and religious beliefs pitch once peaceful brothers and 
neighbours against one another; leaving traces of war and the continent in 
turmoil. Efforts made at building post-colonial African states equipped with all 
it takes to achieve development, remain largely unproductive owing to inherent 
failure to address vexatious issues of class and ethnic identity as well as the 
fault-lines religious cleavages creates that push the continent into whirlpool of 
insecurity. This invariably, vitiate developmental efforts. Relying on secondary 
sources of data, the paper examines how colonial boundary induce ethno-
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religious cleavages in Nigeria and how it affects development. It traced origin of 
communal, ethnic-religious and political conflicts that plague Nigeria to the 
arbitrary colonial boundaries that bonded „strange bed-fellows‟ in colonial 
Nigeria together without paying attention to inherent differences. The paper 
noted that artificial colonial boundaries in Africa, creates tensed relationships 
exploited by ethno-religious sentiments to create divisions suitable to create 
insecurity. The paper concludes that efforts be made to re-negotiate arbitrary 
colonial boundaries in Africa to give aggrieved ethnic groups with peculiar 
religious beliefs a sense of belonging to achieve peace needed for development. 

 
Key Words: Africa, Nigeria, Ethnicity, Security, Development, Northern Nigeria, boko 

haram. 
 
Introduction 
 
The African continent has had issues to contend with as far as modern 
history can capture. From intractable security challenges to endemic 
poverty that births continental developmental challenges, scholars have 
had to brainstorm on challenges confronting the continent. This has 
however not been successful as the challenges seems to be how to situate 
issues accentuating myriads of the challenges down for analysis and how 
to surmount them. Many link post-colonial nation building challenges in 
Africa to the legacy of colonialism in Africa. Of note, is the issue of 
creation of modern Africa states as seen in the arbitrary boundaries. 
Bayeh, (2015:23) said this much when he observed that 
 

…the arbitrary colonial division of African borders contributed a lot 
for the contemporary African problems. The blind partition of African 
borders caused the disintegration of same ethnic groups into different 
countries and the merging together of different ethnic groups into same 
countries. This, in turn, resulted in several intrastate and interstate 
conflicts. Rwanda, Nigeria and Sudan can be taken as typical examples 
for the first case while Kenya-Somalia and Ethiopia-Somalia conflicts 
for the second case… 

 
These problems though appear innocuous during and immediately 

after colonialism in most colonized African states, this can no longer be 
said to be same today.  

The identity struggle among arbitrarily grouped people, have created 
serious security challenges that is not only threatening stability of post-
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colonial African states, but vitiating effort at achieving needed albeit, 
elusive continental development. From Rwanda to Nigeria, motley of 
identity related security challenge, lingers. This has not only shaped 
internal political dynamics, but negatively affected development.  

This paper explores extent to which arbitrary colonial boundaries 
became post-colonial security challenge in Africa. Many believe failure of 
colonial boundaries to recognize ethno-religious differences among 
indigenous people by lumping strange bed-fellows, births identity crisis 
was later politically mobilized along ethno-religious lines to create post-
colonial security challenges. This besides making it difficult for true 
national identity to be achieved in post-colonial times, deepened the 
existent identity crisis as oppressed minorities in the „forced colonial 
marriage‟ that the arbitrary boundaries represent, aggressively respond to 
the frustration of been lumped together with groups with which they 
have little in common. The result remains differed development as 
insecurity and development, are not mutually inclusive. It mirrored the 
Nigerian experience, the paper looks focused on how ethno-religious 
division in Africa affects security and invariably development in post-
colonial Africa. It explored intricate dynamics of intriguing discourse of 
colonialism and identified arbitrary boundary creation in Africa, as causal 
factor of internal disharmony that birthed insecurity.  

Made up of three main sections, the first introduced and placed both 
conceptual and theoretical framework in perspective while the second 
section, examined germane themes relevant to the study on continental 
basis. The third section, narrowed the issue of ethno-religious cleavages and 
the development questions to the Nigerian context and concludes that 
arbitrary boundaries created incompatible groups that failed to get along. 
The rancorous relationship created insecurity that vitiates developmental 
efforts. Other „continent relevant‟ recommendations were also made to 
end the paper.  
 
Conceptual Clarification 
 
The following concepts central to this study, are examined. These are 
ethnicity, religion, and development. The next section, looks at ethnicity. 
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Ethnicity: 
 
The concept of ethnicity can be said to be a slippery one because of the 
difficulty associated with pinning it down for a generally accepted 
analysis due to emotion ethnicity invokes whenever issues of ethnic 
identity as potent fault lines, is mentioned. As a social cleavage, it takes a 
group to nurture an ethnic identity. That explains why we have ethnic 
groups which Thompson (2010:61) saw as “a community of people who 
have the conviction that they have a common identity and common fate 
based on issues of origin, kinship ties, traditions, cultural uniqueness, a 
shared history and possibly a shared language”. It gives a group of 
people, a sense of communal identity since it primes sentiment of origin 
and descent over geographical imperative that nationhood provides. 
Where tangible interests are not at stake, ethnic affiliation and the 
influence it wields, may not be deployed to edge out rival groups. This 
prompted Thompson, (2010) to note that ethnic groups do not exist in a 
vacuum; they are smaller community found within a larger society,  

In similar vein, Calhoun (1997:40) observed that” notions of ethnicity 
become pronounced and political when they are used to distinguish one social group 
from another within a specific territory”. This underscore the fact that issues of 
ethnicity which gained relevance during colonial era where there was the 
quest to cut administrative cost, has strong nexus with politics. That 
explains why ethnicity and religion has profound impacts on the political 
fortune of most states. Thompson (2010:61) noted the possible security 
implications of the intertwine concepts of ethnicity, religion and politics 
when he observed that:  
 

Politics and ethnicity share a close relationship in most states. Also on 
familiar terms are politics and religion. Fault lines generated by these 
two social cleavages can be found in most countries. Opposing 
interests are divided by these social fractures, which, in turn create 
political competition. Occasionally violent conflict is the consequence. 

 
The support base ethnicity provides, are either positively used for the 

benefit of the society or otherwise. This especially so if there is 
homogeneity. The reverse is however the case where there are 
differences in culture and language with insufficient resources. Act of 
manoeuvring and jostle for favourable position in the scheme of things 
becomes inevitable. This births rivalry and competition that could 
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become political if inherent ethnic sentiments, are deployed, Subsequent 
paragraphs would help us place link between arbitrary boundary, ethnity 
politics and security in perspectives with a view to establishing how these 
affect developments in Nigeria. 
 
Religious Cleavages  
 
This would be seen in relation to the central issues under focus in this 
study. Cleavage literarily entails division that may exist in a society. In this 
study, religious cleavage means religious division that may arise along a 
defined line of interest, Adetoye and Omilusi, (2015). Artificial 
boundaries created in colonial Arica birthed faultlines that was religiously 
exploited to birthed divisions that created ethno-political as well as 
ethno-religious differences in the arbitrarily merged societies, Agbiboa 
(2013). Unfortunately, areas of differences in those merged societies 
during colonial rule, didn‟t only reflect in the social and economic sphere, 
but manifest malignantly in the highly emotion laden religious circles. 
This is how religion became an issue that is socially and politically 
mobilized in post-colonial Africa.   
 
Development 
 
Though scholars are yet to agree on what development means, it is 
however safe to see development as „general improvement in the life of 
an object, individual or a group. For this paper, three perceptions of 
development identified by Eghweree (2016:35), would be relied upon as 
the concept of development in relation to post-colonial Africa 
development in the light of incongruous boundary delineation from 
colonial days that appear inimical to desirable societal security needed for 
development to thrive; is considered. Consequently, development would 
be seen through three prisms of „Development as historically 
constructed, as economic improvement and as holistic improvement, 
(Eghweree, 2016). This will enable us weigh where Africa stands in the 
development narratives of today.  

Traced to history and supported by modernization theory, 
development is seen to evolve over time. This view links development to 
history which prompted Escobar, (1995:5) to observe that „development is 
historically constructed‟.  
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On the other hand, “the capacity of a national economy, whose initial economic 
condition has been more or less static for a long time, to generate and sustain an 
annual increase in its Gross National Income (GNI) at rates of 5% to 7% or more”, 
Todaro and Smith (2009:14) has been seen as development. Other 
scholars that equated development with economic improvement includes 
Kuznets (1973:255) who argued that “development required high rates of growth 
of per capita Gross National Product (GNP), of population and of total factor of 
productivity (especially labour productivity)”. The economic conception of 
development is popular among development scholars and literature as 
scholars see increases in per capita income and GDP of countries as 
sufficient indicators of development. The position of post-colonial Africa 
in this regard remains precarious because Africa is adjudged the poorest 
part of the planet with majority living on less than a $1 daily, Daron and 
James (2010). This leaves question of development largely unanswered in 
post-colonial Africa.   

Finally, development seen holistically, has been conceived as “a multi-
dimensional process, one that changes the economy, polity and society of the country in 
which it occurs,” (Kambhampati, 2004:12). This sees development beyond 
historical origin and mere improvement in the economic condition of a 
country but a total improvement. Sen (1999) aligned with this when he 
saw development as “a process of expanding the freedoms that people enjoy”. 
Holistic improvement doubtlessly, eliminates „unfreedoms‟ that Sen (1999) 
sees as impediment to development. 

Though these views of development are slightly different, a trend 
runs through and that is: development entails general improvement. In 
this light, this paper conceive development as „embracing the whole gamut of 
processes over time that leads to the enhancement of the living standard of any society 
with a view to making it achieve acceptable minimum standard that can sustain life, 
guarantee equality and freedom needed for the good life‟.  

If present situation in post-colonial Africa is anything to ponder on, 
can we say that the good life development brings, has been achieved? It‟s 
hard to say this in clear terms but empirical studies on continental level, 
reveals deficient developmental indices in Africa with countries seen 
largely as less developed (LDCs) compared to what obtain in the West 
with developed countries (DCs). Though Acemoglu and James (2010) 
holds weak institutional frameworks responsible for the precarious 
development situation on the continent, little is said about boundary 
induced insecurity plaguing the continent and development by extension. 
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Theoretical Framework 
 
Like an ideological block, writers lean on applicable theory to underpin 
their writing with a view to giving it a perspective. This paper adopts 
„frustration-aggression‟ theory to explain how arbitrary colonial boundaries in 
Africa, lumped „strange birds‟ together in both colonial and post-colonial 
Africa to create tense atmosphere of frustration that dovetailed into 
avoidable aggression that would have probably been absent if arbitrary 
boundaries were not created.  
 
Frustration-Aggression Theory 
 
Associated with Dollard et al (1939) where they held that “that the 
occurrence of aggressive behaviour always presupposes the existence of frustration and, 
contrariwise, that the existence of frustration always leads to some form of aggression”. 
What this implies is that „aggression is always a consequence of frustration‟. 
Though the theory has been criticized for its seeming over-sweeping 
assumption, (Berkowitz, 1989), prompting a re-formulation where it is 
argued that frustration instigates behaviour that is either insufficient to 
trigger hostility or may not necessitate hostility or aggressive behaviour 
that can breach existent communa peace, (Zillmann, 1979), the origin 
postulation of the theory, holds-through in the African context. This is 
especially so when considered against the backdrop of the fact that 
artificial boundaries that lumped strange bed-fellows, created ethno-
religious faultlines politically mobilized to give inherent frustration 
expression in an aggressive manner to endanger internal peace.   

Building on the postulations put forth by the Frustration-Aggression 
Theory in relation to the issue of colonial boundary and post-colonial 
African security, focus would be on frustrations that arises from 
grouping individuals with distinct way of life and religious beliefs 
together in the name of boundary demarcation as artificial colonial 
boundary bequeathed to post-colonial Africa. While not going into 
psychological analysis of all frustration entails and possible responses, it 
is instructive to note that many pre-colonial societies grouped with 
„strange bed fellows‟, found such groupings; offensive. This in most 
cases, prompted unpleasant responses that are often; aggressive, 
threatening security in the process. We will consequently, look at extent 
to which artificial colonial boundaries posed threat to such societies in 
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post-colonial Africa and how this led to frustration and aggression that 
culminates into insecurity. 
 
Arbitrary Boundaries in Africa 
 
Colonialism in Africa and the aftermath, have left varied narratives 
among scholars. One of such, is the issue of colonial legacies; especially 
boundaries seen by many as arbitrary. “One of the major colonial legacies which 
served as sources of many African problems is boundary”, (Bayeh, 2015:25). What 
this means is that modern African states, are products of arbitrary 
boundaries that „separated‟ groups with similar values, language, ethnicity 
and culture and „united‟ heterogeneous groups with different values, 
language, ethnicity and culture. „Colonial boundary creation in Africa, 
brings the intricate Berlin conference of 1895 politics where European 
imperialist „shared Africa amongst selves to mind. African states “were 
made in the Berlin conference of peaceful partitioning of Africa by those 
who were strange to the continent based on their interest without 
considering the very interest and realities of African people”, (Afisi, 
2009:64 and Thomson, 2010:14). 

Overcoming identity and security crisis thrown by this artificially 
created boundaries, remains a challenge in post-colonial Africa. Berlin 
conference 1884-5 that shared colonial Africa among imperial powers, 
fractured well established societies, leaving identity crisis in its trail as 
social cohesion was compromised, Baah (2003:1). Consequently, „some 
traditionally hostile groups of people were assigned to the same colony and at the same 
time some other groups having longstanding peaceful coexistence were separated by 
porous boundary of the colonizers‟ Leakey (2002:94). This has prompted 
scholars to conclude that arbitrary boundaries in Africa, accentuates 
internal conflict in post-colonial Africa, (Kidane, 2011: 19). 
 
Boundaries’ Induced Insecurity in Africa 
 
Post-colonial African states, have had to cope with boundary induced 
intra and inter country insecurity in Africa. Though the severity of such 
insecurity differs from one post-colonial state to the other, it remains a 
fact that many intra-state conflicts in Africa have been sparked by the forceful fusion 
of incompatible national groups into one state by the imposition of artificial boundaries 
by colonial powers”, Nguendi (2012:1). This reiterated Alemazung‟s 
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(2010:65) position that: “The arbitrary division of ethnic communities and the 
subsequent occurrence of ethnic violence are the legacies of colonialism which ignored 
cultural differences during the creation of artificial state borders”. The failure to 
know and appreciate peculiar nature of the various ethnic groups while 
Africa was being partitioned, had security backlash on continental basis 
as briefly considered below. 

Bayeh (2015), chronicled how arbitrary boundaries inherited from 
colonial rule breach security once enjoyed in such societies, resulting in 
intra and inter country insecurity seen in both Rwanda and Nigeria.  This 
often happen because incompatible pre-colonial societies were forcefully 
joined together in the state system that colonialism created, Nguendi 
(2012:1). The Rwandan crisis where merger of Tutsi and Hutu ethnic 
groups, failed to work as envisaged by the colonizer (Belgium) believed 
to have created uneven playing field for both ethnic groups, readily 
comes to mind in this regard. The resultant frustration, was the 
aggressive response that culminated in the 1994 Rwandan genocide, 
where the Hutu tribe attempted to exterminate the Tutsi and moderate 
Hutu races in the country colonialism created, (Afisi, 2009:64). 

Similarly, the scenario in Sudan, can also be traced to arbitrary 
colonial boundaries that brought alongside it, inherent division that pitch 
the pre-colonial societies along ethnic and religious lines. Nguendi 
(2012:8) succinctly captured this when he noted that colonial policy in 
the Sudan that gave “…preference to some communities and geographical areas of 
the colonial entity at the expense of others, with the objective of dividing to better 
control”. was discriminatory. This divided Sudan prior to independence 
where more educated, skilled and politically empowered Muslim-Arabic north and a 
less educated, less-skilled and less politically empowered Christian and Animist black 
South with inherently diverse ways of life, were merged as a modern post-
colonial state.  The inherited disparity, played out in Sudan after 
independence, culminating in fratricidal civil war that balkanized the 
country into Sudan and South Sudan, Asefa, (2006:6). While some of 
these boundaries induced security challenges often assume political 
dimensions, others are both socio-political and ethno-religious in nature 
as it is the case in Nigeria where „internal boundaries create insecurity in 
Nigeria.  

Other areas where disintegration of ethnic groups in Africa because 
arbitrary boundaries manifest, is the inter-state conflicts across the 
continent. Typical example is the Kenya-Somali conflict where once 
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united societies were shared among Kenya and Somali. Thomson 
(2010:25) captured this when he noted:  
 

that north-eastern Kenya has a large ethnic Somali population, many of 
whom identify more with their ethnic origins rather than the Kenyan 
state, and the Somali certainly wished to make this part of Kenya 
become Somali sovereign territory. The Somali ethnic groups are not 
fused with only Kenya but also other neighbour countries which 
created Somali irredentism aiming at controlling those Somali inhabited 
parts of the neighbouring countries… 

 
This consequently led to crisis in form of several guerrilla warfare in 

some of those provinces as there were heightened quest to unite Somalis 
scattered among many post-colonial African states because arbitrary 
colonial boundaries.  

Another inter-state crisis in post-colonial Africa is the Ethiopia-
Somalia problem where irredentists emerged with the aim of creating a 
„Greater Somalia by taking the Ogaden region of Ethiopia and other Somali 
inhabited areas of the country, (Richards and Bekele, 2011:21). This led to 
several wars between both countries between 1961-67, 1977-79 and 
2006-2009; as Somalia lay claims to the Somali-inhabited Ogaden region 
of Ethiopia. This would not have happened if hitherto united societies 
were not fragmented along two separate modern state systems. Similar 
boundary related inter-state crisis, was recorded between Nigeria and 
Cameroon where aborigine Southern Cameron indigenes merged with 
Nigeria at independence, opted out in a referendum. All these inter-state 
crises due to arbitrary boundary formation, created security vacuum of 
continental scale. Bayeh (2015:27) consequently concluded that “arbitrary 
fragmentation of the Somali ethnic groups across several states that contributed to the 
turmoil in the Horn of Africa region” and adverse security challenges currently 
facing the continent.  

As earlier mentioned, severity of arbitrary colonial boundary induced 
security challenges; vary from one country to another. It is noteworthy 
that most post-colonial African states, have their fair share of ethnic 
fragmentations that have dovetailed to bottled frustrations aggressively 
channelled to the detriment of peace once enjoyed. Building on the 
above to mirror the Nigerian situation, subsequent section will focus on 
boundary related challenges in Nigeria and how same stirs security 
challenges.  
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The Situation in Nigeria 
 
In generic terms, Nigeria has her fair share of arbitrary colonial 
boundaries that still plagues the former British colony till date, Bayeh 
(2015). This reflects in the estimated 250 number of ethnic groups with 
both dominant and minor ones; that the nation can boast of today, Afisi 
(2009:64).  The diverse ethnic groups bonded together during colonial 
rule, were to be divided along the major-minor ethnic group lines with 
“majority tribe or ethnic group constituting about two thirds of the regional population: 
the Hausa–Fulani in the North, the Yoruba in the South-West, and the Ibo in the 
South-Eastern Region. The remainder of the population in each region consisted of a 
number of minority tribes with their own separate culture and languages” Osinubi 
and Osinubi (2006:108).  

Lumping „strange bed fellows‟ in an arbitrary colonial boundary, resulted 
in a frosty ethnic relationship among once peaceful societies prior to 
colonialism. While majority ethnic groups sought to dominate their 
sphere of influence, the minority groups struggled to be heard, 
expressing fear of possible domination by the majority groups. 
Immediate colonial response was creation of the Willinks commission of 
1958 to allay fears of minority groups, (Adeyeri, 2012), this turned out 
futile as the colonial measure to nip palpable ethnic division in the then 
colonial Nigerian state in the bud, failed. Situation degenerated as mutual 
suspicion gave fertile ground for ethno-religious sentiments to be 
deployed, birthing internal ethno-religious crisis that threatens internal 
security as bitter ethno-religious rivalries, pitched ethnic groups against 
themselves. For instance, the Ijaws battled Itsekiris in the South, Zango-
Kataf and Kafanchan sought ethnic space in the North while Aguleri- 
Umuleri people in the East as well as Ife-Modakeke in the West, vented 
their frustration as they come to realize that they were bounded with 
strange bed fellows in the state system that colonial rule birthed, Osinubi 
and Osinubi (2006:108). Though the resultant fratricidal crisis were 
avoidable, the crisis eroded needed trust needed to achieve.  
 
Boundaries and insecurity in Nigeria: The nexus. 
 
Besides being a negative colonial legacy responsible for ethnic divisions 
today, arbitrary boundaries have larger security implications, Bayeh 
(2015). Tensed relationship manifesting in both political and religious 
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colours, have been linked to security challenges in northern part of 
Nigeria Ikechukwu and Saad (2011:32) for example, linked religious 
motivated conflicts between the Northerners and Non-Northerners in 
Nigeria, to arbitrary boundary delineation while Ahokegh, (2012:51) 
believes insecurity worsen due to the manifested ethnic division in the 
country as Otoide (2014:31) on his part, linked the issue of internal 
boundary in Nigeria to the politics of amalgamation, another 
manifestation of colonial policies like arbitrary boundaries across the 
continent.  
 
Boundary, Ethnicity and Security in Nigeria 
 
Nigeria is a complex country because of the multiple ethnic and religious 
groups that exist in the country, Nwankwo, (2015). The country is 
consequently exposed to the vexious issues of identity, ethnicity and 
religion, continues to present visible faultlines with wide security 
implications. Here, an attempt is made to explore faultlines identity 
induced ethnicity inherited from fragmented societies from colonialism 
presents with a view to establishing extent to which it endangers security 
and pushes back needed development. Issues of race and tribe with the 
emotions they invoke, are arguably the most common natural faultlines 
in human history. 

Ethnicity describes an ethnic group which Thompson (2010:61) sees 
as “a community of people who have the conviction that they have a common identity 
and common fate based on issues of origin, kinship ties, traditions, cultural 
uniqueness, a shared history and possibly a shared language”. Ethnicity invokes 
sentiments of origin and descent and necessarily geographical identity 
that ban ethnic group shares. That is why as a social cleavage, ethnicity is 
inextricably linked to politics in most post-colonial African states. This is 
because of the identity crisis it creates among people with peculiar sense 
of affiliation in the fragmented post-colonial state. Though expressions 
of ethnicity and religion do not always result in violence, both can and 
are often mobilized as a bargaining political chip; allowing those 
dissatisfied and often frustrated, to aggressively respond to what they see 
as threat. This invariably threaten security. Thompson (2010:60) clearly 
captured the intricate nexus between ethnicity and politics when he noted 
that:   
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Politics and ethnicity share a close relationship in most states. Also on 
familiar terms are politics and religion. Fault lines generated by these 
two social cleavages can be found in most countries. Opposing 
interests are divided by these social fractures, which, in turn create 
political competition. Occasionally violent conflict is the consequence.  

 
In Nigeria, ethnicity and ethnic consciousness, can be traced to 

colonial rule where the pre-colonial societies were lumped in the formal 
state system colonial state represented with the formal merger of 
different sections of the entity called Nigeria in 1914, (Salawu, 2010). 
Because of the emotions ethnicity invokes, the different ethnic groups in 
search for political patronage from the colonial administration, mobilized 
along ethnic lines to secure patronage, (Thompson, 2010). Support base 
was also woven around other equally sensitive issues such as religion 
because “political mobilization along ethno-religious lines have precluded the 
emergence of a true national identity in Nigeria”, Agbiboa (2013). This has 
created artificial national division aptly known as the „North-South divide‟ in 
Nigeria with its inevitable nation building and security challenges.  
 
North-South Dichotomy 
 
Colonial boundary delineation in Nigeria, led to what has come to be 
known as North-South divide, (Otoide, 2014:32). This is due to the 
arbitrary division of the country along ethno-religious lines where 
predominantly Muslim population found themselves carved in the North 
while large Christian population, are in the South. These fundamental 
cleavages between the North and South along ethnicity and religion, 
birthed the minority question in Nigerian politics as handful of Christian 
and Muslim adherents, are in both the North and South respectively. 
Further boundary delineation beyond the 1914 amalgamation into three 
regional arrangement of North, East and West, further made the 
minority question obvious; necessitating creation of the fourth region, 
Midwest in 1963 to allay minority fears. Despite these measures, 
majority-minority ethnic cleavages along North-South which the 
„majoritarian ethnic politics‟ that is readily mobilized gain partisan advantage 
in Nigerian politics, remain obvious. 

Consequently, regional ethno-religious elites emerged, deploying 
strategies of ethnic mobilization that thrived on exclusionary politics 
where minority in terms of tribe and religious faith, suffered domination. 
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This inevitably, shapes the nation‟s patronage politics that thrives on 
veiled principles of „winner takes all‟; leaving both ethnic and religious 
minority disadvantaged. This made manifest politics of uncivil 
nationalization” Berman (1998) because primordial rather than national 
interest, is all that matters, (Ekeh, 1975).  

What this translated to, is the manipulation of ethnicity by politically 
exposed elites use ethnicity as an instrument to mobilise ethnic identity or 
differences to gain advantage in situations of competition, conflict or co-operation.”, 
Osaghae, (1995:11). Although Ilorah (2009:698) also linked political 
mobilization of ethnicity to colonialism, little is said about extent to 
which arbitrary boundaries contributed to this. Thompson (2010) 
attempted an explanation when explained how tribes were created to 
fragment societies from achieving unity needed to confront imperial 
powers, a position Kumuyi (2007) and Grabowski, (2006) supported. 
These arbitrarily re-drawn territories pitched once peaceful societies 
against one another; especially as ethno-centric political elites, push 
ethno-religious rhetorics to outdo those „ethno-religiously disadvantaged‟. This 
precipitates insecurity which made development difficult to achieve in 
multicultural society such as Nigeria.  

Unresolved issues woven around ethnic sentiment, were not only 
poorly managed but politicized the polity as groups deployed ethnic 
identity to get resource space advantage, Eghweree (2016). What this led 
to was group struggle both ethnic and religious space, pitching the largely 
dominant Hausa-Fulani Muslims against minority Christians in Northern 
Nigeria against each other, worsening security challenges in the region. 
We examine the Nigeria situation below with a view to identifying how 
religion became a tool of political mobilization to the detriment of 
security needed to achieve development.   
 
Ethno-Religious Crisis in Nigeria            
 
As an ethno-religiously diverse country, Nigeria boasts of more than 250 
different ethnic groups that existed in a manner they found pleasing prior 
to colonial rule. Boundary issues were non-existence as they operated a 
mutually beneficial relationship. This however changed while colonial 
rule lasted as the once peaceful societies, were arbitrarily carved up to 
achieve „convenient administrative units‟ (Otoide, 2014:33) without 
recognizing their natural lines of difference as the indigenous people with 
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opposing religious views, were forced into marriage in the new state 
structure that colonialism created, (Bayeh, 2015).  

The North-South divide earlier mention, provoke ethno-political and 
ethno-religious issues due to merger of Christian minority groups with 
majority Muslim groups in the north when then Northern and Southern 
Protectorates were merged in 1914. Consequently, there was veiled 
division of the country along religious lines of Muslim North and 
Christian South and ethno-religious with unintended tension as minority 
Christian groups are locked in historical tradition of resistances to 
inherent domination by the more powerful Hausa groups they had to 
share pre-colonial and post-colonial state boundaries with. 

The „emotion laden‟ nature of ethnicity and the strong feelings it 
invokes, leads to ethno-religious tension that make peace elusive in a 
diverse environment. Ethno-religious violence occurs religious harmony 
between groups with conflicting religious ideologies in a plural society, is 
absent. This creates cleavages especially when those politically exposed, 
mobilize such ethno-religious sentiment, to win a political point. Tensed 
ethno-religious relations breeds either political, communal, ethnic or 
religious conflict which Adetoye and Omilusi (2015:53) noted, “…are 
motivated by disparity rather than similarity among the people especially unequal 
ones”. Arbitrarily fragmented pre-colonial societies, had glaring disparity 
in the post-colonial era. That we have noted, manifests in several fronts 
with ethno-religious impact, seen in Nigeria.  
 
The Security and Development Nexus  
 

Ethnic and religious issues are part of the most recurring issues in 
Nigeria‟s body politic. The issue has permeated the landscape since the 
colonial period and up till the present time, there seems to be no 
solution in sight to the accompanying conflicts of ethnic rivalry and 
religious intolerance” Adetoye and Omilusi (2015:54). 

 
Identity crisis that arbitrarily fragmented pre-colonial Nigerian 

societies created, led to the mobilization of social cleavages such as 
political, ethnic and religious forces for favourable ethno-political cum 
religious advantage. This was however not without unpleasant 
consequences seen in the religious crisis that made the „north-south divide‟ 
earlier mentioned, glaring. 
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Since the 1960 Nigerian independence, Nigeria has had her fair share 
of ethno-religious crisis. Salawu (2010) attributed this to deteriorated 
relationship between members of the various ethnic groups that found 
themselves in the fragmented colonial territories. This is often the case in 
societies with multiple ethnic groups and religious beliefs. Frosty 
relationship arising from fear and suspicion, leads to both violence and 
widespread insecurity since „faith-based crisis‟ are always emotionally 
impulsive. According to Agbiboa, (2013) “Conflicts motivated by religious 
identity have the reputation of being among the most intractable, given the often 
absolutist views to which they are tied”. 

With both colonial and post-colonial histories, ethno-religious crisis 
in Nigeria, have undeniable links to arbitrarily created colonial 
boundaries that married strange bed-fellows. This has resulted in the 
majority-minority ethno-religious group divide with the former 
dominating the latter. This leads to mutual suspicion and clash at the 
slightest provocation between the different religious worldview. This is 
the situation in Nigeria where there is a great ethnic divide between the 
North and South and their corresponding Islam and Christian religion, 
making it possible for religious violence to assumes ethnic-religious 
dimension. 

Boundary induced ethno-regional tension in Nigeria, arguably 
became worrisome in the post-colonial era when it assumed religious 
dimension. Although Otoide (2014:34) chronicled various disputed 
internal boundaries in post-colonial Nigeria, mention was not made of 
the religious dimension of these disputed boundaries that cut across both 
Northern and Southern Nigeria. Examples includes boundary disputes 
between Bauchi and Kano states with Warji, Ningi local government area 
of Bauchi and Unguwar Ganji, Birni Kudu local government area of 
Kano states, under disputes. This reflects what happens in 26 other 
severe boundary disputes across the nation where the „majority-minority 
divide‟ was not only manifest, but led to ethno-religious crisis because 
those on the majority divide politically exposed, mobilized social 
cleavages of ethnicity and religion to gain political advantage over 
minority groups. This prompted Adetoye and Omilusi (2015:54) to note 
that: 
 

Ethno-religious violence appears to be the most common form of 
armed violence in post-military Nigeria, although less so in Lagos. The 
reoccurrence of ethno-religious armed violence in the north region has 
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led to extensive killings and material destruction. The outbreak of 
violence is strongly linked to the growth of the Sharia criminal 
code/movement, which swept through the northern region 
immediately after the return to democratic governance in 1999 and 
which has led to clashes in many states of the region  

 
Effort made at addressing these failed largely to yield expected fruits 

as myriads of clashes have been recorded over time. These efforts fail to 
achieve desired result because of religious nature of these crisis and 
apparent inability to give ethno-religiously diverse people, clear territory 
to exercise their peculiarity. Table 1 below, chronicles ethno-religious 
crisis in Northern Nigeria.  
 
TABLE 1: CHRONICLE OF RELGIOUS CRISIS IN NIGERIA 
 
 
S/N 

 
CRISIS 
DESCRIPTION 

TIME-
FRAME 

 
NATURE OF CRISIS 

1 Post-independence 
religious crises 

1960 – 
1966 

Opposition against Sultan of Sokoto by 
some Muslims for forming JNI 

2 Religious crises after the 
civil war 

1970-1975 Veiled „religious cold war‟ between 
Muslim North and Christian South 
after Nigerian Civil war  

3 The Sharia crisis 1976-1979 Quest by Muslim faithful to see sharia 
law adopted by the Constituent 
Assembly 

4 Religious crises during 
the Shagari regime 

1979-1983 Veiled wish of Muslims to Islamise 
Nigeria as they saw Shagari„s regime as 
Allah„s will for Nigeria 

5 Kano religious 
crises/Riot 

Oct. 1982 first open and violent religious conflict 
between Christians and Muslims over 
citing of Christian church new a 
mosque in Fagge 

6 Religious crises during 
Buhari‟s first regime 

1983-1985 lopsided manner the Supreme Military 
Council (SMC) was constituted to the 
exclusion of Christians  

7 The Organization of 
Islamic Conference 
(OIC) crisis 

Jan. 1986 Christians resisted admission of secular 
Nigeria into the organization by the 
Babangida regime in 1986 

8 The Ahmadu Bello 
University Religious 
Crisis 

June 1988 Reported Muslim students‟ riot against 
victorious Christian candidate in the 
student Union elections  

9 Kano Riot 11th Oct. Muslim youths attack of Christian 
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1991 Association of Nigeria (CAN) chapter 
of the 
State planned a crusade with a German 
Evangelist, Reinhard Bonke 

10 Religious crises during 
the Obasanjo‟s regime 

1999-2007 Introduction of sharia law in Zamfara 
in 2000, sparked widespread protest 
where Muslim fanatics, demanded 
sharia in several Northern states 

11 President Yar‟Adua and 
the war against Boko 
Haram 

2007-2010 Onslaught of federal might against 
boko haram led to killing of its leader 

12 President Jonathan‟s 
regime and religious 
crises 

2010-2015 His period was marred by the incessant 
Boko Haram onslaught, kidnap of 
Christian school girls and 
metamorphosis of the group into a 
terrorist group 

13 President Buhari‟s on-
going government 

2015-date Daring Fulani herdsmen attack on 
Christian communities and killings 
consequently (Southern Kaduna) 
besides boko haram killings too.  

Source: from Omomia ((2015) and Uka (2008) 
 

Though these crises may appear ethno-political in nature, closer 
examination reveals the religious trend. The incompatible ethnic groups 
fragmented colonial societies created, with time created internal division 
that led to emergence of ethnic militias readily deployed to fight sectional 
rather than national interest. In this regard, Anugwom and Igbo 
(2002:125) quoted by Ilechukwu and Njoku (2014:69) observed that:  
 

ethnic-religious bigotry has become the fulcrum of micro nationalism such as 
language and culture assertiveness, religious superiority, demands for political 
autonomy and self-determination. This has produced an ill-wind of 
intolerance, conflicts and cries giving birth to ethno-religious militias and 
irredentists such as the O‟dua People Congress (OPC); the Bakassi Boys; the 
Egbesu Boys, The Ijaw Youth Congress (IYC); and the Igbo People‟s 
Congress (IPC). Other include the Arewa People‟s Congress (APC); the 
Ohaneze Ndigbo and the Movement for Actualization of the Sovereign State 
of Biafra (MASSOB), Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta 
(MEND) and lately Boko Haram. With the emergence of these ethnic militias 
and the deep divide between the ethnic groups and their religion, religious 
intolerance has become more violent. In this vein, the two-major religious in 
Nigeria, Islam and Christianity, have been in constant crises as their beliefs and 
practice are antithetical. 
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As a regional group fronting sectional rather than national interest, 
the Boko haram operates in the North. As an ethno-religious group, 
boko haram has not only become ferocious in attacks many see as 
religious in nature due to the cause they champion. With „western education 
is evil‟ as their acronym, Christianity and anything adjudged as „western‟, 
was attacked. Christians and things, they like, naturally became offensive 
to boko haram as seen in the cases of attacks they perpetuated in 
Northern Nigeria.  

Officially known as „Jama'atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda'awati wal-Jihad‟ which 
means "People committed to the propagation of the prophet's teachings 
and jihad‟ in Arabic, boko Haram oppose anything „western; because to 
them: “Western education is forbidden”, Chothia, (2011). Consequently, boko 
haram is ethnic and religious militia group that seeks to propagate purely 
Islamic faith; not minding the secularity of the post-colonial Nigerian 
state. Founded in 2002 in Maiduguri, North-East Nigeria, the group has 
waxed strong in fanaticism that they have become terrorists group, 
leaving minority Christian groups within the North at their mercy. The 
question of what would have become of minority groups if their original 
societies were not fragmented by colonial boundary delineation, remain 
largely an academic debate 
 
Boundary Disputes, Boko Haram and Security 
 

Since the 1914 amalgamation of the northern and southern regions of 
Nigeria by the British colonial government, Nigerians have continued 
to debate the issues of peaceful coexistence among the various ethnic 
groups on the one hand, and between Christians and Muslims on the 
other” (Ugorji, 2016:1). 

 
From all we have seen thus far, boundary and ethno-religious tension 

that threatens peace, can be seen. The argument had been that the 
colonial fragmentation of societies, merged incompatible groups to create 
social cleavage along ethnic, political and religious lines. These cleavages, 
were exploited to create identity crisis with religious sentiments 
mobilized to pursue sectional and often political interest in a nation 
divided along „North-South‟. earlier mentioned. In addition, the identity 
crisis created pointless rivalry instead of cooperation among the people 
reminiscent of what Ugorji (2016:13) saw as „in-group self-consciousness and 
bonding, and out-group hostility and competition‟. The various ethnic groups 
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operated with this veiled principle but the religious inclination of the 
boko haram, pose more security risk not just to Nigeria but the African 
continent. Activities of the group since it became a violent ethno-
regional and religious group, has thrown post-colonial Nigeria into 
security quagmire. Records indicate horrendous havoc done since their 
activities assume worrisome dimension by threatening national and 
continental security.  Activities of the group and their reported affiliation 
to ISIS, sign-post great security challenge that Nigeria and the African 
continent would have to find solutions to.  

If colonial boundaries were not arbitrary, if imperialist had 
recognized natural lines of differences among and between the 
indigenous groups, lumping strange bed-fellows for administrative 
convenience, wont not have been the case. Each of the pre-
amalgamation ethnic groups were whole and undivided. They probably 
enjoyed territorial autonomy with limited contact with other ethnic 
nationalities in the other regions based on mutual respect. This can never 
be said to be atmosphere of rivalry and acrimony the „majority-minority 
divide‟ fragmented colonial societies birthed. The continent may search 
for solution in written pages of history but one sure thing that can bring 
back peace, is the political will to look at the arbitrary colonial boundaries 
with a view to correcting the ills.  
 
Conclusion 
 
As though running a course, colonialism and the arbitrary boundaries 
they created, foisted insecurity on Africa and Nigeria in particular. 
Fragmented colonial societies created discontented post-colonial societies 
and nation. This besides giving rise to identity crisis, resulted in political 
mobilization of social cleavages that ethnicity and religion provides. The 
quest to outdone one another, led to chasm poorly managed to the 
detriment of the peace these pre-colonial societies once enjoyed, making 
it difficult to achieve development. Painfully, ethnic based interest 
groups/militias emerged along ethno-religious lines, shattering peace of 
the land.  

The paper noted that arbitrary colonial boundaries that lumped 
strange bed fellows in Africa, were created for colonial administrative 
convenience, later became albatross in post-colonial Africa. Social 
cleavages built around ethnicity and religion, were politically mobilized in 
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the struggle for political space by the majority-minority divide that the 
fragmented societies, inherited from colonialism. The veiled struggle for 
political space not only dissipated existent societal peace needed for 
development, but ushered in identity politics that aggravated emergence 
of ethno-religious militias; fighting a sectional course. In Nigeria, we 
noted the existence of these regional bodies, pursing ethno-religious 
agenda. While MEND in the South seeks economic equity, boko haram 
sect in the North, seek to achieve religious agenda, consequently 
lowering the security bar.  

Surge in ethnic-religious crisis across Africa, shows that all is not well 
post-colonial Africa. With traces of frustration and aggression from 
fragmented post-colonial societies, ethnic based groups consequently 
emerged to fuel wave of insecurity in Africa. From Niger Delta youth 
militancy in southern Nigeria to hordes of ethno-religious crisis and 
recent Boko Haram terrorist attacks in Northern Nigeria, it shows sign 
of people looking for ethno-political space in their fragmented societies 
when they were merged them with incompatible groups during the 
colonial. It therefore safe to conclude that the issues of 'boundary induced 
ethno-religious conflicts‟ in Africa and Nigeria wouldn‟t have arisen if the pre-
colonial societies were not arbitrarily carved up to achieve colonial 
administrative convenience. There is therefore the need to address these 
challenges taking pragmatic steps which the recommendation section 
below, provided.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
Based on findings from this study, the following recommendation are 
made.  
 
Renegotiating our artificial boundaries 
 
Arbitrary boundaries in Africa especially where incompatible groups are 
lumped fuelling ethno-religious crisis, needed to be renegotiated. In 
Nigeria, there should be a broad-based restructuring of the present 
political system to decentralize political power to regions. This would 
enable ethnic groups to control their economic and social development 
in their respective areas. If this is altruistically done, ills associated with 
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fragmented societies would be corrected to enable oppressed ethno-
religious minorities, hive a sigh of relief.  
 
Inclusion and strengthening of secularism principles: 
 
In addition to restructuring of fragmented societies, there is still the 
compelling need to include secular principles in the governance 
patronage system where it is lacking or strengthening of same where it is 
less effective. Secularism principle makes it possible to separate religious 
affairs from that of government and as such, guarantees all equal 
treatment irrespective of faith or religious creed. This is particularly 
important because of the ease with which, politically exposed individuals, 
mobilize social cleave that religion provides, to score political points.  
 
Strengthening existing or creation of inter-religious council: 
 
On continental basis, this is very important if religious harmony is to be 
achieved. Such councils, would help foster religious harmony among the 
people. This they can achieve through regular education of members on 
how to imbibe expected ethical standards, respect for human life and 
dignity through social services. Regular educating and enlightening of 
both children and adherents of a religious faith, can prevent them from 
violent behaviours that can lead to breach of peace. That way, members 
will refrain from inflammatory statements and respect other people‟s 
religious views for peaceful co-existence.  
 
Convocation of regular national dialogue: 
 
Where there is palpable religious tension, there is absolute need to 
regularly hold dialogue on national scale to address knotty issues. Such 
national dialogues, help strengthen weak national bond of unity and pave 
way for genuine reconciliation. Effort at achieving this on continental 
basis as the Truth Commission in South Africa and the National 
Conferences in Nigeria, are yet to yield tangible results. It should 
however be strengthened.   
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Responsible Government 
 
In addition to the above points, there is need for government to 
responsible to the people. A responsible government would be able to 
meet needs of the people and treat them equitably. Religious honour 
fanaticism thrives if the social cleavage ethnicity and religion provides, 
are politically mobilized to the disadvantage of any minority group. 
However, if the government is responsible enough to meet the basic 
needs of the people such as food, shelter, medical care, right to work and 
other necessary social amenities and treat them equitably, there won‟t be 
religious confrontations that would pose threat to security. 
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